


What is an OTA ? 
An online travel agency (OTA) arranges and sells
accommodation, tours, transportation and trips through an 
online platform for travellers. They are third-parties who sell
services on behalf of other companies.

Usually, these OTAs offer many benefits with the added
convenience of a more self-service approach. They also
include a built-in booking system which allows travellers to 
make instant bookings.

OTAs give you the opportunity to reach a large number of 
travellers on the web. However, you must pay a 15-20% 
commission on each booking made through the OTA. 



How it Works: OTA
Customer

Online Travel Agencies (OTA)

Online travel agencies are companies that sell flights, 
hotels, rental cars and experiences online. They act as a 
middleman between your experience and consumers, 
though their prices can often be cheaper than booking
direct (especially for flights and hotels).

Most people are familiar with top OTAs like Expedia,
Booking.com, and Airbnb. There are hundreds, if not 
thousands, of smaller OTAs as well, and more pop up all 
the time. Some smaller ones include OneTravel, Vayama, 
Tripsta, TravelMerry, ExploreTrip, Kiss&Fly, Webjet, 
GoToGate, Travelgenio, Bookairfare, Fareboom, Skybooker, 
Travel2be, OneTwoTrip!, and eBookers.

OTAs work by plugging into a “Global Distribution System,” 
which is a fancy name for the marketplace where tourism
products tell distributors what they’re charging for their
experiences.
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How it Works: GDS
A Global Distribution System, or GDS, is a computerized
network that facilitates transactions between travel 
service providers and travel agents (both online travel 
agents like Expedia and human travel agents). 

Except for airlines, most of the travel service providers 
(such as hotels, experiences, and car rental agencies) are 
usually working through a property management system 
(PMS) that has an agreement with a major GDS. That 
agreement allows changes to your rates in your PMS to 
automatically update in the GDS. 
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How it Works: PMS
A property management system, or PMS provides a 
centralized software system to organize, schedule and 
perform the day-to-day functions and transactions 
involved in tourism businesses. PMS solutions can be
customized for the needs of tourism operators to further
increase ease of operations.

Functions managed by a PMS include automation of 
many common tasks, including:

• Bookings (online and by phone) 
• Check-in and check-out
• Telephone systems integration
• Point of sale (POS) integration
• Event planning
• Food and beverage costing
• Inventory management supply
• Reporting of key performance indicators (KPI)
• Security and room locks
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Travel & Trade vs. OTA

* According to Forbes on US market for domestic travel

Travel & Trade: Pros 
• Deeper knowledge of Canada
• Can include experiences ‘off 

the beaten path’ to customers 
• Possibility to give blackout 

dates
• Build bond of trust with 

partners 
• You can speak to human, 

easier to negotiate 
• Insurance policies

OTA: Pros 
• Access to a very large 

market
• Your bookings go directly

through your PMS, there is
no need for an employee to 
enter the bookings into your
system

• Increase your visibility on 
the web

• Dynamic reservations

OTA: Cons 
• Commission rate between 

15–20%
• No insurance 
• They are selling your inventory 

until the last available 
• Most of their bookings are 

within or around large cities

Travel & Trade: Cons 
• Commision rate between 

15–30%
• Smaller market 
• Must participate to trade shows, 

sales mission, famtrips to make 
your experience known by 
agents

Customer

Your Experience
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Are there any questions so far?



CASE
STUDIES



EXPEDIA & BOOKING.COM 

• Mainly the same business model. Both companies
own several OTAs such as: Priceline, Venere, Ctrip, 
Hotels.com, etc

• Generate close to 51% of the bookings worldwide

• Both focus mostly on accommodation and 
transportation

• Both have numerous Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) available to connect to your
Property Management System (PMS) 

• Both have a regional representative who can help 
you integrate your experience with their platform

• Commission rate between 15 and 20%



Airbnb is often thought of for renting apartments 
and low-cost accommodation. However, Airbnb 
can be very useful for members who have unusual 
accommodation experiences (tepees, igloos, yurts,  
etc.) or who have day trips that can be offered as 
part of the Airbnb experience. 

• Commission (12%) 

• You need a paid third-party software service  to 
connect your PMS to Airbnb

AIRBNB



Launched in 2016, Airbnb Experiences was part of the 
company’s foray into transforming the rental platform
into a fully-fledged travel company. It offers tours, 
events, and activities hosted by local individuals and 
companies in cities around the world.

Since the COVID-19 crisis, Airbnb has partnered with
Zoom to offer online experiences like bartending and  
cooking classes, virtual bike tours, fortune telling, 
and comedy shows.

Indigenous experiences could be amazing content for 
Airbnb experiences online, such as storytelling, 
handicraft workshops, cooking lessons or wildlife
watching.

https://www.airbnb.ca/s/experiences/online

AIRBNB ONLINE EXPERIENCES

https://www.airbnb.ca/s/experiences/online


VIATOR

Viator is an online travel agency that works with local 
operators to connect travellers with local tours and 
activities. 

• Owned by TripAdvisor, when you sign up with 
Viator, you automatically get a TripAdvisor business 
profile 

• Over 10M unique visitor/month and very useful for 
last minute bookings 

• Many travel agents are now booking activities 
through Viator 

• 20% commission rate



ITAC is offering a unique opportunity to all their 
export-ready experiences to sell their tourism 
experience online through a unique platform
dedicated to Indigenous experiences. 

• Access to a niche audience very interested into 
Indigenous culture 

• ITAC offer a PMS solution free of charge for the 
first year 

• Enhanced visibility on our new website 
Destination Indigenous 

• 12% commission rate mostly reinvested in 
promotion of Indigenous tourism 

• ITAC provide a PMS at reduced cost

ITAC SALES PLATFORM 

http://../../Travel%2520website/MRS/20%252003%2520MRS%2520Sales%2520Tool%2520Doc%2520v14-low%2520rez.pdf
https://www.simplerezsolutions.com/


Questions?



MARKETING
ACTIONS 



Make sure that your listing contains content that is
up-to-date, complete, and compelling. Your most
recent information, high resolution photos, 
amenities, and policies should be accurately
displayed on each of your listings. 

This will not only help visitors make informed
decisions about your experience, but it will also
ensure that you show up in the proper search results
when visitors use filters.

Update Content Regularly

MARKETING 



For example, if a hotel that previously charged $10 
for parking per day, now offers it for free and does
not update this information across OTAs, the hotel
will not be listed when the Free Parking filter is used
to refine search results. 

These updates and changes may seem minor but 
can make a big difference to ensure that your
experience can be found easily in an OTA 
depending on the visitor’s needs and search
behaviours. 

MARKETING 



While larger tourism companies rely on brand 
agreements for availability and parity, smaller
businesses should keep an eye on rates and 
inventory. 

By having open availability and all rates within
parity, you will inherently achieve a higher user 
experience for travelers looking to book, and 
market managers will be more willing to strategize
and work with you to achieve your goals. 

Open Up Availability and 
Ensure Rate Parity

MARKETING 



Having infrequent parity issues is rewarded by 
increased ranking as well, so by ensuring that your
experience listing is in parity with your brand 
reservations and other OTAs, you will help increase
your listing visibility organically too. 

In addition, to maximize exposure and take
advantage of the different booking opportunities on 
OTAs, businesses should load vacation package 
rates to display for visitors looking to book air + 
hotel + activities or hotel + car. 

Participating in opaque channels is another
opportunity that hoteliers can utilize. Having a 
presence in a variety of an OTA’s booking options 
will maximize your exposure and give you a fuller
OTA strategy.

MARKETING 



OTAs are often associated with distressed inventory, 
but having a strong strategy to tackle your
occupancy issues will help your online campaign
beyond your need dates in addition to increasing
your exposure. 

If you are trying to target sales over the next 24-
hours, use channels and mobile app sites that
specialize in this type of booking and travel window, 
such as HotelTonight. Hoteliers can also increase
exposure by opting into 24-hour sales. The short 
booking window drives a strong call to action, and 
you can still target a longer travel window, 
depending on the sale and OTA.

Evaluate Distressed Inventory

MARKETING 



OTAs will also promote particular markets, so if 
your region is being highlighted in the next Last 
Minute Sale, make sure you are listed in the email 
blast if you need the extra exposure. 

There is a good chance that some of your
competitors will be listed here as well, so opting
into Last Minute Deals will not only increase your
exposure from having just the organic listing, but 
it will also ensure that you are taking advantage of 
all the OTA opportunities that will put you on par 
with your competitors’ presence

MARKETING 



Bidding for ad space in OTA search results is a very
straightforward way to increase exposure in these
channels. Specifically, it is a very effective strategy
for targeting precise booking and travel windows. 

Ads such as Expedia TravelAds or Sponsored Search
on Travelocity and Orbitz are very effective for 
hotels, regardless of whether your hotel’s organic
ranking in the OTA search results is high or low.

Use Targeted Ads

MARKETING 



On the one end, if you rank poorly for your market, 
ads will give you the opportunity to be listed
higher than your organic listing in that OTA. 

On the other end, if you already rank high on the 
page, running ads will double your real estate on 
the search results page, increasing the chance of a 
user clicking on your ad or listing over a 
competitor listing.

MARKETING 



Lastly, one of your greatest resources for 
maximizing your presence and strategy in OTA 
channels is your market managers. 

Make sure to keep open lines of communication 
with your market managers since they are going
to be consistently aware of booking patterns and 
trends within your market. Communicate and 
verbalize any need dates and your desired goals, 
and allow them to help you strategize
accordingly.

Communication with Your
Market Managers

MARKETING 



While market managers often come into play to 
let you know that your rates are outside parity, 
they sometimes will have effective strategies and 
opportunities for you that would be worthwhile to 
look into. 

Market managers can be quite a help in 
navigating all the different OTA opportunities, and 
in finding which strategies will work best for your
campaign.

MARKETING 



CONCLUSION



You can start looking for OTAs that best suit your reality.

Do I have a PMS?

Does my PMS have an
agreement with the GDS?

ITAC has an 
agreement with 

SimpleRez Solutions. 
We offer the first year 

free of charge and 
33% off for the 

following years.

Look for OTAs that 
offer the possibility to 
sell inventory directly 

from their site. 
Always keep in mind 
that without a PMS, 

inventory management 
can become a 

nightmare.

YES

YES

NO

NO

OPTION 1 OPTION 2OR



Are there any final questions?



Thank you.



Jason Picard-Binet
Sales Manager
Jason@IndigenousTourism.ca


